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ABSTRACT
In order to protect user privacy in Machine Learning as a Service
(MLaaS), a series of ingeniously designed privacy-preserving frame-
works have been proposed. The state-of-the-art approaches adopt
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) for linear function and Garbled
Circuits (GC)/Oblivious Transfer (OT) for nonlinear operation to
improve computation efficiency. Despite the encouraging progress,
the computation cost is still too high for practical applications.
This work represents the first step to effectively prune privacy-
preserving deep learning models to reduce computation complex-
ity. Although model pruning has been discussed extensively in
the machine learning community, directly applying the plaintext
model pruning schemes offers little help to reduce the computation
in privacy-preserving models. In this paper we propose Hunter, a
structured pruning method that identifies three novel HE-friendly
structures, i.e., internal structure, external structure, and weight diag-
onal to guide the pruning process. Hunter outputs a pruned model
that, without any loss in model accuracy, achieves a significant
reduction in HE operations (and thus the overall computation cost)
in the privacy-preserving MLaaS. We apply Hunter in various deep
learningmodels, e.g., AlexNet, VGG and ResNet over classic datasets
including MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that, without accuracy loss, Hunter efficiently
prunes the original networks to reduce the HE Perm, Mult, and
Add operations. For example, in the state-of-the-art VGG-16 on Im-
ageNet with 10 chosen classes, the total number of Perm is reduced
to as low as 2% of the original network, and at the same time, Mult
and Add are reduced to only 14%, enabling a significantly more
computation-efficient privacy-preserving MLaaS.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Privacy-preserving protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From Amazon’s Alexa to Tesla’s Model 3 and from Google’s Al-
phaGo to Boston Dynamics’s Atlas, Deep Learning (DL) is playing
a game-changing role in our daily lives and work. The prevalent
and pervasive adoption of DL technology lies in its superior perfor-
mance to mine the hidden pattern from enormous data [38]. At the
same time, the needs to obtain and process such a massive amount
of data pose a challenge tomany resource-limited individual entities
such as a local health provider which intends to build a comprehen-
sive DL model to facilitate diagnoses and healthcare planing, but
has limited medical data, computation resources, and DL talents.
On the other hand, the technology giants such as Google has abun-
dant cloud data, computation power, and top DL engineers, making
them an ideal party to produce well-trained DL models to serve the
aforementioned resourced-limited individuals. To bridge this gap,
the Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) has been proposed [44],
where the client, e.g., a doctor in a local clinic, sends the private
data, e.g., medical records of her patients, to the server that owns
a well-trained DL model; then the server outputs and sends back
the prediction to the client. MLaaS provides an efficient solution
for the client to obtain cost-effective, high-quality predictions and
for the server to make revenue by offering such service.
Challenges in Privacy-Preserving MLaaS: The privacy has be-
come as a critical concern in MLaaS. On the one hand, the client
does not want any party including the server to know its private
input, e.g., the patient’s medical records, and the server does not
want to share its proprietary model parameters since training a
well-performed DL model involves a significant effort including
hardware investment and algorithm design. On the other hand,
there is already legislation to protect the data from disclosing to the
public such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) in the US, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) in EU, and the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) in Sin-
gapore. There is an urgent need to ensure that the client’s data is
blind to the server while the server’s model parameters are hidden
from the client during the interaction in MLaaS.

In order to address the critical privacy issue discussed above,
the privacy-preserving MLaaS strategically introduces and embeds
crypto primitives into the computation process of the DL model.
To this end, a series of ingeniously designed privacy-preserving
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frameworks have made inspiring efforts to bring MLaaS into prac-
tice [3, 8, 11, 17, 18, 21, 23, 26–29, 31–36, 41–43, 46, 47] where the
most commonly adopted crypto primitives are Homomorphic En-
cryption (HE) [9], Garbled Circuits (GC) [2], Oblivious Transfer
(OT) [6], and Secret Sharing (SS) [39]. Among these crypto primi-
tives, the HE is more efficient for linear computation as it intrinsi-
cally supports linear functions [4, 9] (see details in Sec. 2.4), while
the GC and OT are more computationally-efficient for nonlinear
functions [8]. Since the combination of linear and nonlinear func-
tions repeats in the DL model (see details in Sec. 2.1), the privacy-
preserving DL frameworks usually adopt HE for linear and GC/OT
for nonlinear operations to streamline the privacy-preserving com-
putation [8, 18, 26, 33]. For example, the HE-GC-based frameworks,
GAZELLE [18] and DELPHI [26], and the HE-OT-based framework,
CrypTFlow2 [33], have achieved a computation speedup of several
orders of magnitude over the classic CryptoNets system [11].

Despite the encouraging progress to boost the computation effi-
ciency of privacy-preserving MLaaS, the overhead is still too high
for practical applications. For instance, inferring one single CIFAR-
10 image [19] over ResNet [15] by the state-of-the-art privacy-
preserving frameworks (such as GAZELLE, DELPHI and CrypT-
Flow2) costs about 100 seconds [25, 47], while many real-time ap-
plications require a response within a few seconds [1]. For deeper
models with larger inputs, the performance gap would be grow even
wider. Meanwhile, the HE-based linear computation takes over 90%
of the total time in the above three leading frameworks [47], moti-
vating a deep optimization of the HE-based linear computation to
reduce the overall running time in the privacy-preserving MLaaS.
Preliminary Observations: Our quest begins with three insights
into the current privacy-preservingMLaaS frameworks. First, nearly
all frameworks including GAZELLE, DELPHI and CrypTFlow2 tar-
get at the computation optimization over the given DL models
such as VGG and ResNet. However, the underlying model redun-
dancy may become the bottleneck to minimize the computation
overhead. When a classical model is applied to a given application,
many model parameters can be removed for better computation
efficiency without any loss in model accuracy [14, 24]. Therefore,
our first insight is to prune the DL model to reduce the computation
cost in the privacy-preserving MLaaS.

Second, the computation overhead of HE-based calculations
stems from high computation complexity of three basic HE op-
erations, i.e., Add, Mult and Perm (see details in Section 2.4). For
example, in GAZELLE, the VGG-16 with CIFAR-10 dataset involves
about 423K Perm, 7M Mult and 7M Add operations (see detailed
performance in Section 4). Therefore, reducing the computation
overhead for the HE-based linear calculation is intrinsically to re-
duce the corresponding number of HE operations. Meanwhile, the
Perm operation is the most computation-expensive one among the
three HE operations. Experiments show that one Perm is 34 times
slower than one Mult and 56 times slower than one Add1. As such
our second insight is to minimize the number of Perm (as well as
Mult and Add) operations while performing model pruning.

Third, the model pruning has been discussed extensively in the
machine learning community [14, 24, 45]. The basic idea of model
pruning is to first set selected model parameters, e.g., parameters

1https://github.com/chiraag/gazelle_mpc

below a threshold [14], to zero, and then retrain or finetune the
prunedmodel to recover accuracy. The above two steps are repeated
until the model is maximally pruned with no or negligible accuracy
loss. Unfortunately, directly applying the plaintext model pruning
offers little to no help to reduce the corresponding HE-based com-
putation over the pruned model (see Table 1). This is because the
three basic HE operations (over the ciphertext) work in a packed
manner for the linear computation between the input data and the
model parameters (see details in Section 2.4). For example, for the
element-wise multiplication between one ciphertext encrypted by
the client and one plaintext with vectorized weight values from the
server, the subsequent Perm operation over the multiplied cipher-
text is eliminated if and only if all the elements in that plaintext
are pruned. However, the plaintext model pruning schemes do not
consider such packed structures and rarely guarantee the above
desired pruning property, thus leading to marginal or no reduc-
tion in the corresponding HE-based computation even though the
model is significantly pruned. For example, experiments show that
even 65% of parameters in a convolution layer from AlexNet are
pruned via the well-known pruning algorithm [14], it only results
in about 3.6% of reduction in the Perm operations in the correspond-
ing HE-based computation. Worse yet, pruning 90.8% weights in
a fully-connected layer would not even reduce a single Perm out
of the total 4096 Perm operations. It is fundamentally a new and
nontrivial problem to redesign the model pruning strategies for
privacy-preserving MLaaS.
Our Contributions: In this paper, we take the first step to effec-
tively prune privacy-preserving DL models, aiming to significantly
reduce the computation cost for the privacy-preserving MLaaS. The
proposed framework, Hunter, features an HE-friendly, structured
pruning method that first identifies the packed structures associ-
ated with the Perm operations in the HE-based linear computation
and then defines three novel HE-friendly structures, i.e., internal
structure, external structure, and weight diagonal that are embed-
ded into a customized pruning process. Hunter outputs a pruned
model that, without any loss in model accuracy, achieves to a sig-
nificant reduction in HE operations (and thus the overall computa-
tion cost) in the privacy-preserving MLaaS. For example, we apply
Hunter in various DL models including AlexNet [20], VGG [40]
and ResNet [15] over classic datasets such as MNIST, CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet [19, 22, 37]. The experimental results demonstrate that
Hunter effectively reduces the Perm as well as Mult and Add oper-
ations in the HE-based linear computation, which contributes to a
more computation-efficient privacy-preserving MLaaS. Specifically,
Hunter reduces 86% Perm, 84% Mult, and 84% Add operations in
average compared to the state-of-the-art frameworks (see detailed
performance in Section 4).

Note that there is another research thrust called privacy-preserving
Neural Architecture Search (NAS)which, similar toHunter’s privacy-
preserving model pruning, aims to find a network structure that is
more efficient for privacy-preserving MLaaS using NAS technol-
ogy [10, 16, 25]. The current methods aim to either replace some
nonlinear functions with more computation-efficient ones [10, 16]
or search for the optimal crypto parameters, e.g., number of slots
and ciphertext/plaintext modulus of packed HE [25]. It is worth
pointing out that these approaches are orthogonal to Hunter’s
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pruning method. Hunter can be implemented on top of the NAS-
based approaches to further improve its computation efficiency of
privacy-preserving MLaaS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the system model, threat model, and cryptographic tools adopted
in Hunter. The details of Hunter’s pruning schemes are elaborated
in Section 3. The experimental results are illustrated in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 System Model
In this paper, we consider the MLaaS as shown in Figure 1. There
are two parties, i.e., the client C and server S. The former owns
sensitive data, e.g., medical records from the healthcare provider,
while the latter has a well-performed and usually proprietary DL
model to provide the prediction output to the C after receiving
C’s input. The server S prunes the DL model before making it
available to the clients. This phase is totally client-independent and
does not require the sensitive input from C. On the other hand,
privacy issues are raised in the interaction between the two parties.
Specifically, C does not want any other party including S to know
its private data while S is unwilling to make its model parameters,
e.g., weight and kernel values, public since training that model
involves noticeable human and hardware resources. As such, the
MLaaS aims to guarantee that C’s input is fully protected against
the server while S’s model parameters are totally blind to the client.

We focus on deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), which
are prevalent and pervasive in many applications such as image
classification [20, 40] and face recognition [38]. The convolution
and dot product are two main linear functions in CNN. The con-
volution computation is visualized as placing the kernel at each
location of the input and then summing up the element-wise prod-
uct between the kernel values and the ones of input data within
the kernel window, while the dot product is calculated between a
weight matrix and a vector such that each output value is the sum
of the element-wise product between one row of the weight matrix
and that vector. In MLaaS, the kernels and weight matrices are at S
while the input (in the convolution computation) and the vector (in
the dot product computation) are from C. As for the nonlinear func-
tion, we mainly adopt ReLU, 𝑓 (𝑥) = max{0, 𝑥}, which is widely
applied in the state-of-the-art DL models such as AlexNet [20],
VGG [40] and ResNet [15]. A layer that includes the convolution
function is named as a convolution layer while the one with dot
product is called a fully-connected (dense) layer. Furthermore, there
is another type of layer named pooling, which usually follows after
the convolution layer and adopts either meanpooing or maxpooling
function. Given the output of the convolution layer, meanpooling
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Figure 1: MLaaS with a Model Pruning Phase.

puts a (stridden) pooling window through locations of that output
and calculates the mean of the values within the pooling window
for each location, while the maxpooling picks the maximum within
that pooling window. Note that this paper mainly addresses the
optimization for (privacy-preserving) computation efficiency of lin-
ear computation , while following the efficient (privacy-preserving)
nonlinear calculation including maxpooling in the state-of-the-art
frameworks such as GAZELLE [18] and CrypTFlow2 [33].

2.2 Model Pruning
As mentioned earlier, the server trains and prunes a DL model be-
fore it provides the MLaaS service and the model largely determines
the computation complexity of MLaaS. There are generally two
types of pruning namely non-structured pruning [12, 13] and struc-
tured pruning [24, 45]. The former prunes the model parameters in
kernels and weight matrices that are smaller than a threshold, while
the latter removes certain kernels, filters, and even layers [24, 45]
as a whole. The existing pruning approaches aim to improve the
efficiency of planintext models, i.e, without privacy-preserving con-
sideration. As analyzed in Sections 1 and 3, they offer little help
for reducing the computation cost in privacy-preserving MLaaS
since they do not consider the computation properties involved in
privacy-preserving MLaaS, such as the data encrypted with packed
HE and the corresponding element-wise addition, multiplication
and permutation operations.

The proposed Hunter is a first-of-its-kind pruning framework,
which fully considers the computation in privacy-preservingMLaaS.
It analyzes the intrinsic performance bottleneck and identifies three
privacy-preserving friendly structures, i.e., internal structure, exter-
nal structure andweight diagonal (see details in Section 3), for model
pruning, which significantly boosts the computation efficiency of
MLaaS (see concrete performance results in Section 4).

2.3 Thread Model
In linewithmany state-of-the-art frameworks such asMiniONN [23],
GAZELLE [18], DELPHI [26] and CrypTFlow2 [33], Hunter adopts
the semi-honest adversary model where all parties, i.e., C and S,
follow the protocol while each party tries to infer extra information
from the received messages. Specifically, C tries to infer the model
parameters beyond the prediction result, i.e., values of kernels and
weight matrices, during the MLaaS interaction, while S tries to
figure out C’s private input. We analyze in Section 3.3 that Hunter
is secure under the semi-honest assumption.

2.4 Packed Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is a kind of encryption that allows
linear computation over ciphertext without decryption, yielding
a result in the encrypted form of the corresponding plaintext re-
sult. Given this critical feature, HE is a widely adopted approach in
privacy-preserving MLaaS since the client C is able to encrypt its
private data and send it to the S, which conducts the computation
over C’s ciphertext based on its DL model, without knowing the C’s
secrets. Meanwhile, compared with the traditional HE algorithm
that individually encrypts each value [30], the packed HE directly
encrypts a vector of plaintext values into one ciphertext and per-
forms the computation over that ciphertext in a Single Instruction
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Multiple Data (SIMD) manner [5]. Therefore, it is highly efficient
and widely adopted in the state-of-the-art MLaaS frameworks [44].
In this paper, we rely on the BFV algorithm [9], which is one of the
mainstream packed HE approaches. On the one hand, the packed
HE supports three basic linear operations as Homomorphic Addi-
tion (Add), Homomorphic Multiplication (Mult), and Homomorphic
Permutation (Perm). Specifically, given two plaintext𝑚-value vec-
tors 𝒗1 and 𝒗2, they are respectively encrypted by packed HE as
[𝒗1]C and [𝒗2]C . Thereafter, we denote [·]C and [·]S as the cipher-
text encrypted by the C and the S, respectively. The Add operation
produces another ciphertext [𝒗1 + 𝒗2]C that adds the [𝒗1]C and
[𝒗2]C in an element-wise manner. The Mult operation outputs the
ciphertext [𝒗1 ⊙ 𝒗2]C that performs element-wise multiplication
between the [𝒗1]C and [𝒗2]C . The Perm operation is a cyclic rota-
tion of the values in one ciphertext. For example, rotating [𝒗1]C
results in another ciphertext where the value at the 𝑖-th position
moves to the first position. Meanwhile, performing 𝑗 Perm opera-
tions over one ciphertext can be decomposed into one PerDecomp
operation and 𝑗 HstPerm operations [18], which contributes to a
lower amortized operation time for that ciphertext.

The proposed Hunter framework features with a significant
reduction for HE operations including Perm and thus also con-
tributes to the reduction for PerDecomp and HstPerm operations.
On the other hand, the Perm operation has the highest running-
time complexity among the three basic HE operations. Concretely,
our experiment shows that the running time of one Perm operation
is 56 times slower than one Add and 34 times slower than one
Mult. As the Perm operation is indispensable and imperative for
the HE-based linear computation, i.e., convolution and dot product,
Hunter aims to minimize the computation complexity of Perm and
thus correspondingly reduces the HE-based computation in privacy-
preserving MLaaS. Meanwhile, the model pruning in the machine
learning community seems to be a good solution to reduce the
computation overhead, but it dose not consider the packed nature
of HE operations and thus has little contribution to reduce the com-
plexity of HE-based computation. Specifically, for the multiplied
ciphertext between the encrypted input from the client and the
weight plaintext from the server, one subsequent Perm operation
is eliminated if and only if all values in that weight plaintext are
pruned. Hunter fully considers such packed feature in HE-based
computation, and proposes, for the first time, to train and prune a
DL model with HE-friendly pruning strategy and finally outputs a
pruned model that significantly reduces computation complexity.

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Privacy-preserving DL outputs a prediction to the client with both
the client’s input data and the server’s model parameters protected
during the computation process. A critical issue in this scenario
is the computation overhead, which hinders its adoption in many
real-world applications. A series of works have been done to con-
sistently improve the system performance of privacy-preserving
DL [3, 8, 11, 17, 18, 21, 23, 26–29, 31–36, 41–43, 46, 47]. Among them,
the hybrid schemes that respectively utilize cryptographic tools
for linear and nonlinear functions achieve better performance [8].
The (packed) HE algorithms, e.g., BFV [9] and CKKS [7], are mainly
adopted in the hybrid schemes for efficient linear computation.
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Figure 2: Overview of Hunter’s Pruning Approach.

However, the HE-based linear computation takes a large part, e.g.,
over 90% of the total cost in the hybrid privacy-preserving DL frame-
works as discussed in Section 1. All of the current solutions [18],
[33], [26] focus on how to improve the efficiency of HE-based
linear computation given existing DL model structures such as
AlexNet [20] and VGG [40]. Considering the noticeable redundancy
in these modern DL models, a straightforward takeaway is to first
prune the target DL model via plaintext solutions [13], [24], [45],
thus reducing the size of the MLaaS model. However, as discussed
above, directly applying plaintext pruning mechanism has little
effect on computation reduction for corresponding HE-based com-
putation. Therefore, a new approach is needed to make the model
pruning truly helpful for reducingHE-based linear computation and
thus contributing to significant efficiency improvement of privacy-
preserving MLaaS.

In this work, we propose Hunter, an HE-friendly structured
pruning for efficient privacy-preserving deep learning. Without
accuracy loss, Hunter targets at pruning the model parameters, i.e.,
weights and kernels, to essentially reduce the three basic operations
over the client C’s encrypted inputs or intermediate ciphertext,
including Mult, Add and especially Perm (which is the most expen-
sive operation in HE-based linear computation). Figure 2 shows
an overall design of Hunter’s pruning mechanism. By identify-
ing and defining three HE-friendly structures in HE-based linear
computation, i.e., internal structure, external structure, and weight
diagonal, three pruning modules, i.e., internal pruning and external
pruning for convolution, and diagonal pruning for dot product, are
correspondingly and carefully embedded into the whole pruning
process, and a pruned model is finally formed which enables ag-
gressive elimination of involved Perm (as well as the associated
HE additions and multiplications) and thus significantly reduces
the overall computation cost. Experiments show that Hunter has a
promising performance that reduces 94%, 81%, 79%, 86% and 49% of
Perm operations on AlexNet, VGG-11, VGG-13, VGG-16 and ResNet-
32 with CIFAR-10 dataset, and 55% of Perm operations on LeNet
with MNIST dataset, as well as 64% and 98% of Perm operations
on AlexNet and VGG-16 with ImageNet dataset (with 10 classes).
To the best of our knowledge, Hunter is the first framework that
defines the (packed) HE-friendly structures for loss-free pruning,
and makes the model pruning truly useful to privacy-preserving
DL computation. Hunter may also shed light on efficient privacy-
preserving friendly pruning and inspire subsequent research works
that further close the gap to practical privacy-preserving DL. In the
following subsections, we describe in details Hunter’s underlying
pruning logic from dot product to convolution computation.
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Figure 3: Dot Product Computation.

3.1 HE-Friendly Structured Pruning for Dot
Product Computation

As described in Section 2.1, the convolution (in the convolution
layer) and dot product (in the fully-connected layer) are two main
types of linear computation in the DL model. For ease of elabora-
tion, we begin with the state-of-the-art computation and Hunter’s
pruning insights for dot product, which is intrinsically a matrix-
vector multiplication between the client-encrypted vector [𝒙]C
and the plaintext weight matrix𝒘 at the server. Specifically, 𝒙 is an
𝑛𝑖 -element vector that is packed into one ciphertext as [𝒙]C and
𝒘 has a size of 𝑛𝑜 × 𝑛𝑖 . The server is supposed to compute the dot
product based on [𝒙]C and its plintext𝒘 , and output one ciphertext
containing 𝑛𝑜 elements of the plaintext dot product between𝒘 and
𝒙 .

Recall from Section 2.1 that the dot product is calculated be-
tween the weight matrix𝒘 and the input vector 𝒙 such that each
output value is the sum of the element-wise product between one
row of𝒘 and 𝒙 (see the upper part of dot product computation in
Figure 3). Under the use of packed HE in the privacy-preserving
DL frameworks [18, 26, 33], the element-wise product is computed
between [𝒙]C and each row of𝒘 by the Mult operation. However,
it is not possible for the server to directly sum up the element-wise
product in the above multiplied ciphertext since the Add operation
also works in element wise (see details in Sec. 2.4). Therefore, the
Perm operation is needed to efficiently complete the summing-up
step to finally output the dot product result [18, 33].

Specifically, 𝑛𝑜 plaintext vectors, each of which contains a diag-
onal of the weight matrix, are constructed by the server (see the
color-coded diagonals of𝒘 in Figure 3wherewe have𝑛𝑖 = 8, 𝑛𝑜 = 4).

Then, (𝑛𝑜 − 1) Perm operations are conduct over the input cipher-
text2 [𝒙]C such that the 𝑗-th (1 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ 𝑛𝑜 ) of these 𝑛𝑜 rotated
ciphertext (including the original [𝒙]C ) has the same sequence of
associated weight values as that of the 𝑗-th of 𝑛𝑜 plaintext vectors.
For example, there are four plaintext vectors in Figure 3 as𝒘1,𝒘2,
𝒘3 and 𝒘4. Here 𝒘1 includes weight values from 𝑤11 to 𝑤48, 𝒘2
includes weight values from𝑤12 to𝑤41,𝒘3 includes weight values
from 𝑤13 to 𝑤42 and 𝒘4 includes weight values from 𝑤14 to 𝑤43.
Three Perm operations are performed over [𝒙]C to obtain four
rotated ciphertext (including the original [𝒙]C ) as [𝒙0]C , [𝒙1]C ,
[𝒙2]C and [𝒙3]C . Here [𝒙0]C has the same sequence of associ-
ated weight values as that of𝒘1, [𝒙1]C has the same sequence of
associated weight values as that of𝒘2, and so on and so forth.

The reason for conducting (𝑛𝑜 − 1) Perm operations over [𝒙]C
is that the 𝑛𝑜 rotated ciphertext are directly multiplied with the
𝑛𝑜 plaintext vectors (by Mult) to get 𝑛𝑜 multiplied ciphertext that
have the same sequence of associated element-wise product of the
output, and they are further added (by Add) to form the intermedi-
ate ciphertext (see the intermediate ciphertext in Figure 3), which
can efficiently derive the final dot product result by a series of
“Rotate-and-Sum” (RaS) operations [18]: first rotate the interme-
diate ciphertext by 𝑛𝑖

2 positions via Perm and then add the two
ciphertext before and after the rotation via Add. It results in a new
ciphertext whose first 𝑛𝑖

2 elements are the sum of the first and
second halves of original intermediate ciphertext. By repeating
this process for log2

𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑜

iterations, each of which rotates by half
the previous rotation positions (i.e, 𝑛𝑖4 ,

𝑛𝑖
8 , ..., 𝑛𝑜 .), we finally get

a ciphertext whose first 𝑛𝑜 elements are the expected dot product
output. For example, the four multiplied ciphertext in Figure 3 have
the same sequence of associated element-wise product of the output
(from the first to the fourth value of the dot product result), thus,
they are added to form an intermediate ciphertext, over which one
RaS operation is performed to get the final dot product result.
Observation 1: Each of the 𝑛𝑜 multiplied ciphertext is obtained by
multiplying one of the 𝑛𝑜 plaintext vectors with one of the 𝑛𝑜 ro-
tated ciphertext (obtained by Perm). These 𝑛𝑜 multiplied ciphertext
are added to get the intermediate ciphertext, over which the final
dot product result is derived by log2

𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑜

RaS operations (including
log2

𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑜

Perm operations). Meanwhile, the Perm operations in RaS
computation are inevitable as we cannot eliminate any intermediate
ciphertext.

It is critical to observe that due to the unique computation structure
specially designed for the 𝑛𝑜 multiplied ciphertext, unless a plain-
text vector becomes all-zero, the state-of-the-art algorithm would still
require the Perm operation over the input ciphertext to get that mul-
tiplied ciphertext. While the pruning technique is a good solution
to possibly eliminate the Perm operations, the traditional plain-
text schemes aim to prune individual weights and do not consider
the specific structure of each of the 𝑛𝑜 plaintext vectors, which
helps little for the Perm reduction (and thus the efficient HE-based
computation) as discussed in Section 1.

2As multiple Perm operations over one ciphertext can be decomposed into one PerDe-
comp operation and the equal amount of HstPerm operations for more efficient com-
putation [18], the (𝑛𝑜 − 1) Perm operations over [𝒙 ]C can be decomposed into one
PerDecomp operation and (𝑛𝑜 − 1) HstPerm operations.
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(a)Structured Diagonal Pruning (b) Individual Weight Pruning

Figure 4: Two pruning methods for fully-connected layers.

Thus, different from the plaintext pruning schemes, we are mo-
tivated to prune the diagonal weights in the plaintext vectors such
that there is no need to form the rotated ciphertext (by Perm) to be
multiplied with the pruned plaintext vectors. Therefore, one Perm op-
eration is eliminated if one plaintext vector is pruned, which helps
for the Perm reduction and thus the efficient HE-based computation.
For example, in Figure 3, one Perm operation over [𝒙]C (to obtain
[𝒙3]C ) is eliminated by pruning the plaintext vector𝒘4. Moreover,
other subsequent operations related to the pruned plaintext vectors
are also simultaneously eliminated.
Hunter’s diagonal pruning structure: Based on the above ob-
servation, we define the weight diagonal as the diagonal elements
in one plaintext vector (excluding the ones in the main-diagonal
plaintext vector) and propose Hunter’s diagonal pruning strategy
by pruning the weight diagonals, which efficiently reduces the Perm
operations in HE-based dot product computation.

Figure 4 visually compares the pruning schemes betweenHunter’s
diagonal pruning and the traditional plaintext pruning [14] for a
weight matrix with the size of 4 × 8. While Hunter’s diagonal prun-
ing (in Figure 4 (a)) removes twoweight diagonals (colored in white),
which correspondingly reduces two (out of three) Perm operations,
the traditional plaintext pruning (in Figure 4 (b)) does not eliminate
any Perm operations even with the same pruning ratio. The reason
lies in Hunter’s HE-friendly pruning structure (i.e., the weight diag-
onal) identified and defined in the dot product computation, which
is not considered in the traditional plaintext pruning. Furthermore,
our experiments also demonstrate that, without sacrificing model
accuracy, Hunter effectively reduces 65% of Perm operations for
the dot product computation with a 4096 × 4096 weight matrix in
one fully-connected layer of AlexNet with ImageNet dataset, while
the traditional threshold-based pruning algorithm cannot eliminate
any of the involved 4095 Perm operations (see details in Table 7
from Appendix A).

3.2 HE-Friendly Structured Pruning for
Convolution Computation

While the above discussions shed light on pruning the weight ma-
trices for fully-connected layers in privacy-preserving DL models,
the modern DL architectures, such as AlexNet [20] and VGG [40],
are dominated by convolution layers. It is thus critical to effec-
tively prune the kernels for convolution computation and therefore
efficiently reduce the Perm operations in convolution layers. As
such, we begin with the basic HE-based convolution computation
with Single Input and Single Output (SISO) where we identify an
HE-friendly pruning primitive. Then wemove on to the general con-
volution computation with Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
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Figure 5: Basic Pruning for SISO.

(proposed in the state-of-the-art GAZELLE framework [18]) where
we define the internal structure based on the primitive from SISO,
as well as the external structure based on the rotation pattern over
intermediate ciphertext. The two defined structures result in aggres-
sively pruned model(s) for efficient HE-based computation without
accuracy loss. For example, Hunter reduces 85%, 84%, and 84% of
Perm, Mult and Add operations, respectively, for convolution lay-
ers in VGG-16 with CIFAR-10 dataset compared with GAZELLE.
We denote that the input data has 𝑐𝑖 channels, each with a size of
𝑢𝑤 × 𝑢ℎ , and there are 𝑐𝑜 kernels, each with a size of 𝑘𝑤 × 𝑘ℎ × 𝑐𝑖 .
In SISO, we have 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜 = 1 while 𝑐𝑖 or 𝑐𝑜 is larger than one in
MIMO.
SISO: As shown in Figure 5, the client C encrypts its input 𝒖 (with
the size of 𝑢𝑤 × 𝑢ℎ) as [𝒖]C , which is then sent to the server S. S
conducts convolution computation between [𝒖]C and its plaintext
kernel 𝒌 with size of 𝑘𝑤 × 𝑘ℎ to obtain the encrypted output [𝒗]C
where 𝒗 = 𝒌 ∗𝒖 and “∗” is the convolution operator. Specifically, the
convolution is calculated by first placing the kernel at each location
of the input and then summing up the element-wise products be-
tween the kernel values and the ones of input data within the kernel
window. For example, we have 𝑢𝑤 = 𝑢ℎ = 𝑘𝑤 = 𝑘ℎ = 3 in Figure 5,
and the first value of convolution is obtained by placing the 𝑘5, i.e.,
the central value of kernel 𝒌 , at 𝑢1, i.e., the first element in 𝒖, and
summing up the element-wise product as (𝑘5𝑢1+𝑘6𝑢2+𝑘8𝑢4+𝑘9𝑢5).
The second value of convolution is obtained by placing the 𝑘5 at
𝑢2, i.e., the second element in 𝒖, and summing up the element-wise
product as (𝑘4𝑢1 +𝑘5𝑢2 +𝑘6𝑢3 +𝑘7𝑢4 +𝑘8𝑢5 +𝑘9𝑢6), and so on and
so forth. As such, nine values are obtained as the final convolution
output 𝒗 for SISO (see Figure 5).

Using packed HE in the privacy-preserving DL frameworks [18,
26, 33], the element-wise product is obtained by multiplying the
input ciphertext with the kernel. For example, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, multiplying [𝒖]C with 𝒌 by Mult outputs another ciphertext
containing nine elements as 𝑢1𝑘1, · · · , 𝑢9𝑘9. However, as discussed
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in Sec. 3.1, it is not possible for the server S to directly sum up
the elements in the ciphertext and the Perm is thus needed to com-
plete the summing-up step to let S finally obtain the encrypted
convolution values.

Specifically, the 𝑖-th (1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑢𝑤𝑢ℎ) value of the convolution
output is the sum of element-wise product between the 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ kernel
elements and the associated 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ elements around the 𝑖-th loca-
tion of the input, i.e., the 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ input elements within the kernel
window. The (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ − 1) Perm operations3, including (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ − 1)/2
in forward (left) direction and (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ − 1)/2 in backward (right)
direction, are performed over [𝒖]C such that 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ rotated cipher-
text (including the original [𝒖]C ) are obtained, and the values from
all the 𝑖-th locations of 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ (rotated) ciphertext include all the
input elements needed to calculate the element-wise product of
the 𝑖-th convolution value. For example, the fifth element of the
convolution output in Figure 5, i.e., the central value, is the the sum
of element-wise product between input values from 𝑢1 to 𝑢9 and
the kernel values from 𝑘1 to 𝑘9. By conducting four Perm opera-
tions in the forward direction, we obtain four rotated ciphertext as
[𝒖 (+1) ]C , [𝒖 (+2) ]C , [𝒖 (+3) ]C and [𝒖 (+4) ]C , and we similarly get
another four rotated ciphertext as [𝒖 (−1) ]C , [𝒖 (−2) ]C , [𝒖 (−3) ]C
and [𝒖 (−4) ]C by performing four Perm operations in the backward
direction4. Together with [𝒖0]C (i.e., the original [𝒖]C ), the fifth
element in each of the above nine ciphertext is associated with one
input value (among 𝑢1 to 𝑢9) to calculate the element-wise product
for fifth element of the convolution output.

Then Mult and Add operations are conducted (by the server)
between the 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ rotated ciphertext and the plaintext kernel to
finally get the convolution output. For example, nine (i.e., 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ)
transformed kernels are constructed in Figure 5 (see 𝒌 (−4) to 𝒌 (+4) )
such that the 𝑖-th (1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 9) value in 𝒌 𝑗 (−4 ⩽ 𝑗 ⩽ +4) corre-
sponds to the kernel element to be multiplied with the 𝑖-th input
value in [𝒖 𝑗 ]C to form the element-wise product of the 𝑖-th con-
volution value. As such, the 𝑖-th value in

∑+4
𝑗=−4 ( [𝒖 𝑗 ]C ⊙ 𝒌 𝑗 ), i.e.,

the summation of nine multiplied ciphertext between 𝒖 𝑗 and 𝒌 𝑗 , is
the 𝑖-th element of the convolution output. Furthermore, the cyclic
effect of Perm operation on all elements in each [𝒖 𝑗 ]C , i.e., the
rotated ciphertext, makes the values in the corresponding 𝒌 𝑗 , i.e.,
the transformed kernel, associate with only one element from the
original kernel 𝒌 . E.g., the values in 𝒌0 (see Figure 5) associate with
𝑘5 from 𝒌 , and the values in 𝒌 (+1) associate with 𝑘6 from 𝒌 , so on
and so forth.
Observation 2: Each rotated ciphertext (obtained by one Perm
operation) is multiplied with a transformed kernel that includes
only one kernel value, thus one Perm operation for obtaining one
rotated ciphertext is eliminated if the kernel value in that to-be-
multiplied transformed kernel is zero.

Based on this observation, one Perm operation is eliminated in
SISO computation when one kernel value (excluding the central
one) in 𝒌 is zero. Therefore, we aremotivated to prune the individual
value in 𝒌 such that there is no need to correspondingly form the
rotated ciphertext by one expensive Perm operation. For example,
3These (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ−1) Perm operations can be decomposed into one PerDecomp operation
and (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ − 1) HstPerm operations in GAZELLE framework [18].
4Here we use positive and negative symbol “+” and “−” to denote the forward and back-
ward direction, respectively. Similar logic is applied to the subscript of the transformed
kernel described later.
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Figure 6: Basic Pruning for MIMO.

as shown in Figure 5, two Perm operations for getting the rotated
ciphertext, [𝒖 (−3) ]C and [𝒖 (+1) ]C , are omitted if the kernel values
𝑘2 and 𝑘6 are pruned. This HE-friendly pruning primitive in SISO
further motivate our definition of internal structure that contributes
to the Perm reduction in general MIMO calculation to be described
next.
MIMO: In most of the state-of-the-art DL models such as AlexNet
and VGG, the convolution computation involves multiple input
and multiple output, namely 𝑐𝑖 input channels (each with size of
𝑢𝑤 ×𝑢ℎ) are convolved with 𝑐𝑜 filters (each with size of 𝑘𝑤 ×𝑘ℎ×𝑐𝑖 )
and there are 𝑐𝑜 output channels with size of 𝑢𝑤 × 𝑢ℎ

5. Under the
use of packed HE in privacy-preserving MLaaS [18, 26, 33], 𝑐𝑛
input channels are packed in one ciphertext, over which the server
homomorphicly computes with its plaintext kernels. For example,
we have in Figure 6 two input channels {𝒖1, 𝒖2} in the C-encrypted
ciphertext [𝒖]C . It is convolved with two filters, 𝑭1 = {𝑲11,𝑲12}
and 𝑭2 = {𝑲21,𝑲22}, each of which has two 3-by-3 kernels. Thus
we have 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑛 = 2, 𝑐𝑜 = 2, 𝑢𝑤 = 𝑢ℎ = 2, 𝑘𝑤 = 𝑘ℎ = 3, and the
server is supposed to homomorphicly compute over [𝒖]C with its
two plaintext filters to finally obtain the encrypted convolution
[𝒗]C with two output channels {𝒗1, 𝒗2} (see Figure 6). Here

𝒗1 = 𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1 + 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2 and 𝒗2 = 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 + 𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2, (1)

where each individual convolution works in SISO manner.
5Here we consider the same-style convolution with the size of each output channel
equals to that of each input channel. Similar logic is applied to the convolution where
the size of each output channel is not equal to that of each input channel.
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For a lucid description, we elaborate thereafter the state-of-the-
art MIMO computation [18] as well as Hunter’s pruning insights
according to the example in Figure 6. Nevertheless, Hunter is read-
ily applicable to other general cases. Specifically, the C-encrypted
ciphertext [𝒖]C is firstly convolved with the main-diagonal kernels
{𝑲11,𝑲22} in the SISO manner, which produces a convolved cipher-
text containing two convolution as 𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1 and 𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2. This is
achieved thanks to the cyclic effect of the Perm operation on all
elements in [𝒖]C and when the 𝒖1 in 𝒖 is convolved with one kernel
(like SISO), the 𝒖2 in 𝒖 is similarly and simultaneously convolved
with another kernel. To this end, Perm operations are firstly applied
on [𝒖]C to get a group of rotated ciphertext (like SISO), which are
then multiplied (by Mult) with the transformed-kernel-packs and
all the multiplied ciphertext are finally added up (by Add) to get a
convolved ciphertext containing two convolution as 𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1 and
𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2 (see the upper part of MIMO computation in Figure 6).
Clearly, the group of rotated ciphertext for [𝒖]C (e.g., see [𝒖 (+3) ]C
to [𝒖 (−3) ]C ) can be used to convolve with any other kernels since
we can arbitrarily replace values in 𝑲11 and 𝑲22 with other ones.
Therefore, another convolved ciphertext containing two convolu-
tion as 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 and 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2 is obtained for the other diagonal
kernels {𝑲21,𝑲12} (see the lower part of MIMO computation in
Figure 6).
Observation 3: First, based on our observation in SISO, each ro-
tated channel in one rotated ciphertext is multiplied with only
one value from one kernel6. For example, in the rotated cipher-
text [𝒖 (−3) ]C in the upper part of MIMO computation, the rotated
channel 𝒖1 is multiplied with 𝑘1 from kernel 𝑲11 while the ro-
tated channel 𝒖2 is multiplied with 𝑘28 from kernel 𝑲22. Second,
the cyclic effect of Perm operation makes all the kernel values in
each transformed-kernel-pack come from the same location of their
corresponding diagonal kernels. For example, the aforementioned
values {𝑘1, 𝑘28} in the transformed-kernel-pack 𝒌 (−3) come from
the first location of diagonal kernels {𝑲11,𝑲22}, respectively. Note
that while this observation is made using Figure 6 as an example,
it holds for the general case with all input sizes and other kernel
sizes in real-world DL models.

Based on the above observation, for all the transformed-kernel-
packs that are multiplied with one rotated ciphertext, all the kernel
values come from the same location of the associated diagonal ker-
nels. Meanwhile, as one rotated ciphertext includes 𝑐𝑛 channels
(𝑐𝑛 = 2 for our example in Figure 6), there must be 𝑐𝑛 kernel val-
ues (from the same location of the 𝑐𝑛 diagonal kernels) in every
transformed-kernel-pack (to be multiplied with above rotated ci-
phertext). For example, two transformed-kernel-packs 𝒌 (−3) and
𝒌 (−3) are multiplied with the rotated ciphertext [𝒖 (−3) ]C . Since
[𝒖 (−3) ]C includes two rotated channels, both of 𝒌 (−3) and 𝒌 (−3)
have two kernel values from the same location of two diagonal ker-
nels, i.e., the first location of two diagonal kernels in {𝑲11,𝑲22} and
{𝑲21,𝑲12}, respectively. Therefore, one Perm operation over [𝒖]C
for getting one rotated ciphertext is eliminated if the kernel values
from the same location of all the diagonal kernels (to be convolved
with the encrypted input [𝒖]C ) are zeros. For example, there is

6There are no 𝒖 (+4) and 𝒖 (−4) in our example since 𝑢𝑤𝑢ℎ = (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ − 1)/2 and thus
we see the reuse of rotated ciphertext 𝒖 (+1) and 𝒖 (−1) . No rotated ciphertext is reused
in other general cases.

no need to get the rotated ciphertext [𝒖 (−3) ]C if the kernel values
from the first location of all the diagonal kernels (i.e., {𝑲11,𝑲22}
and {𝑲12,𝑲21}) are zeros (i.e., kernel values {𝑘1, 𝑘10, 𝑘19, 𝑘28} are
zeros).
Hunter’s internal pruning structure: As such, we are motivated
to prune those same-location kernel values to reduce the number
of Perm operations over the encrypted input [𝒖]C and we thus
define the internal structure as the kernel values from the same
location of all the diagonal kernels that are convolved with [𝒖]C ,
and pruning an internal structure correspondingly eliminates one
Perm operation over [𝒖]C . For example, the aforementioned kernel
values {𝑘1, 𝑘10, 𝑘19, 𝑘28} actually form one internal structure that, if
pruned, contributes to eliminate one Perm operation over [𝒖]C .

Recall that we have obtained two (intermediate) convolved ci-
phertext. The first one contains two convolution as 𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1 and
𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2 while the second one has two convolution as 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 and
𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2. However we are supposed to get a ciphertext including
the two output channels 𝒗1 and 𝒗2. Directly adding the two con-
volved ciphertext results in a ciphertext having two convolution as
(𝑲11∗𝒖1+𝑲21∗𝒖1) and (𝑲22∗𝒖2+𝑲12∗𝒖2), which is not the one as
𝒗1 or 𝒗2 in Eq. (1). The reason lies in the sequence mismatch of asso-
ciated filters among the two convolved ciphertext. For example, the
first of the two convolved ciphertext has two convolution related to
filters 𝑭1 and 𝑭2, while the second one has two convolution related
to the filters 𝑭2 and 𝑭1. Therefore, all of those convolved ciphertext
(excluding the one obtained by convolution between [𝒖]C and the
main-diagonal kernels {𝑲11,𝑲22}) need to be rotated (by Perm)
to have the same sequence of associated filters, and then we can
sum up those rotated ciphertext (by Add) to get a ciphertext with
the output channels. For example, the second convolved ciphertext
(with two convolution as 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 and 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2) is rotated by one
Perm operation to have two convolution as 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2 and 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1
(see the Perm operation at the lower part of MIMO computation
in Figure 6), and such rotated ciphertext is added (by Add) with
the first convolved ciphertext (with two convolution as 𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1
and 𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2) to finally get the correct ciphertext with two output
channels 𝒗1 = (𝑲11 ∗ 𝒖1 + 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2) and 𝒗2 = (𝑲22 ∗ 𝒖2 + 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1).
Observation 4: If the diagonal kernels (excluding themain-diagonal
kernels), which involve in the convolution with encrypted input
[𝒖]C ) to get a convolved ciphertext, are zeros, there is no need to
further rotate that convolved ciphertext to unify its sequence of
associated filters. For example, the Perm operation over the sec-
ond convolved ciphertext (with two convolution as 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 and
𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2) is eliminated if the involved diagonal kernels {𝑲21,𝑲12}
(to get above convolved ciphertext) are all zeros (see the lower part
of MIMO computation in Figure 6).
Hunter’s external pruning structure: Therefore, we are moti-
vated to prune such diagonal kernels (excluding the main-diagonal
kernels) to eliminate the subsequent Perm operation over the con-
volved ciphertext, and we thus define the external structure as these
diagonal kernels involved in the convolution with the encrypted
input [𝒖]C for getting a convolved ciphertext, which should be
rotated to unify its sequence of associated filters as we have de-
scribed. Obviously, pruning an external structure correspondingly
eliminates one Perm over one convolved ciphertext. For instance,
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Figure 7: Joint Internal andExternal Pruning forConvolution
Computation with 𝑐𝑛 = 2.

the aforementioned diagonal kernels {𝑲21,𝑲12} in Figure 6 actually
form an external structure that, if pruned, contributes to eliminate
one Perm operation over the convolved ciphertext containing two
convolution as 𝑲21 ∗ 𝒖1 and 𝑲12 ∗ 𝒖2.
Putting things together:We define the internal and external struc-
ture and propose Hunter’s HE-friendly structured pruning strategy
for convolution, including internal pruning and external pruning, to
achieve efficient convolution computation. Without accuracy loss,
the former is to minimize the Perm operations needed to rotate each
input ciphertext, while the latter is to minimize the Perm operations
needed for rotating the (intermediate) convolved ciphertext to fi-
nally get the convolution output. Meanwhile, Hunter features with
a joint and progressive pruning for kernels through firstly pruning
the internal structures and then pruning the external structures. This
gradual pruning strategy enables Hunter to smoothly reduce the
model complexity and adaptively maintain the model performance
for efficient privacy-preserving convolution without accuracy loss.

Figure 7 visually shows how Hunter combines internal pruning
and external pruning to prune the kernel matrix with four filters,
each of which has four kernels (in Figure 7 (a)), for a convolution
layer. Here we set 𝑐𝑛 = 2 and thus the four input channels are
respectively encrypted into two input ciphertext. We first conduct
internal pruning to prune an internal structure associated with the
first input ciphertext (see Figure 7 (b)), over which one Perm opera-
tion is eliminated. Then we conduct external pruning to prune two
external structures (see Figure 7 (c)), eliminating two Perm opera-
tions that would otherwise be conducted over the two convolved
ciphertext respectively associated with the two input ciphertext.

3.3 Security Analysis
Similar to GAZELLE [18], the security of Hunter lies in the semantic
security of packed HE algorithm, e.g., BFV [9], for linear compu-
tation, i.e., the convolution and dot product. Specifically, Hunter
first identifies the Perm-intensive structures in the HE-based lin-
ear computation over the baseline models, e.g., AlexNet [20] and
VGG [40], and accordingly prunes the original model(s) to mini-
mize the Perm operations in the resultant network structure(s). The
finally pruned models are used by the server for the MLaaS service,
i.e., privacy-preserving prediction over the encrypted input from
the client. Therefore, Hunter does not introduce any extra compu-
tation modules but a more efficient HE-based computation with
lower complexity during the MLaaS process, compared with other
frameworks such as GAZELLE. On the other hand, the security of
nonlinear computation follows the same paradigm as GAZELLE, i.e.,
Garbled Circuits (GC) based ReLU computation, since Hunter tar-
gets at optimizing the linear computation only, which is orthogonal
to the nonlinear counterpart.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate Hunter’s performance and compare it
with GAZELLE [18]. Note that Hunter’s pruning strategies are also
applicable to other privacy-preserving deep learning frameworks
based on packed HE such as DELPHI [26] and CrypTFlow2 [33]. We
implement Hunter with Pytorch on amachine with Nvidia RTX5000
16G GPU, Intel Xeon Silver 4214 12-core CPU and 32G RAM. We
conduct the experiments on six modern models, i.e., LeNet, AlexNet,
VGG-11, VGG-13, VGG-16, and ResNet-32, with three mainstream
datasets, i.e., MNIST [22], CIFAR-10 [19], and ImageNet [37]. The
performance evaluation focuses on the computation cost. It is worth
pointing out that Hunter maintains the same communication cost
as the baseline privacy-preserving framework since the size of
ciphertext exchanged between the server and client is the same.
Performance onModernDeepModels. Table 1 compares Hunter
and plaintext pruning, demonstrating that even with a higher prun-
ing ratio, the plaintext pruning offers little help to decrease the
Perm operations. In contrast, Hunter effectively reduces the HE
computation (resulting in a low percentage of remaining Perm).

As shown in Table 2, the time to prune themodels ranges from 1.2
hours (for LeNet on MNIST) to 17 hours (for VGG16 on ImageNet),
which is affordable for the servers to complete offline pruning to
obtain a ready-to-usemodel for privacy-preservingMLaaS.Without
accuracy loss, Hunter efficiently prunes the original networks to
reduce Perm, Mult, and Add operations. For example, in the state-
of-the-art VGG-16 on ImageNet with 10 randomly chosen classes
(see Table 7), the total number of Perm is reduced to as low as 2%
of the original network, and at the same time, Mult and Add are
reduced to only 14%.

The effectiveness of Hunter stems from its accurate, structured
pruning strategy to eliminate Perm and Multi/Add operations. The
experimental results show that larger networks have greater prun-
ing ratio. This is because, for given task and input data, the larger
networks often contain more redundancy in their kernels and
weights that can be pruned without reducing the model accuracy.
We also observe that external pruning contributes more to reducing
Perm compared with internal pruning, because there are signifi-
cantly more Perm involved in the external structure. In general,
Hunter achieves higher performance gain in deeper models with
large-scale datasets, e.g., as demonstrated in VGG-16 on ImageNet.
Visualization of Pruned Structures. In order to gain insights into
Hunter’s pruning strategies, Figures 8 and 9 respectively demon-
strate the visualization of the pruning for one convolutional layer
and one fully-connected layer in the LeNet with MNIST. Similar
results are observed under other deep learning models.

As for pruning the convolutional layer, internal pruning features
with column-wise pruning patterns (see Figure 8 (b) and the top
part in (d)) since each rotated input ciphertext is multiplied with the
internal structure, each of which contains the kernel elements from
the same locations of the corresponding kernel (see Section 3.2).
After the external pruning, specific kernel-packs are pruned such
that the kernels in those kernel-packs are completely removed (see
Figure 8 (c) and the bottom part in (d)). This resulted pattern is in
accordance with our demonstration in Figure 7. Pruning the weight
matrix of the fully-connected layer results in a weight matrix with
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Table 1: Comparison between Hunter and plaintext pruning. Both schemes result in no accuracy loss. Each data entry shows
the percent of remaining parameters and Perm operations after pruning. The plaintext pruning offers little help to reduce the
HE-based Perm computation (as shown by high percentage of remaining Perm) even with deep pruning (i.e., low percentage of
remaining parameters). Hunter effectively reduces the HE computation (with low percentage of remaining Perm).

Dataset MNIST CIFAR-10 ImageNet (10 classes)
Models LeNet ResNet-32 AlexNet VGG-11 VGG-13 VGG-16 AlexNet VGG-16

Pruning Schemes: Hunter (H) vs Plaintext (P) Pruning H P H P H P H P H P H P H P H P
Remaining Parameters (%) 39 9 52 46 10 10 9 9 11 10 10 9 32 10 3 5

Remaining Perm (%) 45 99 51 95 6 67 19 90 21 89 14 84 36 93 2 91

Table 2: The Hunter’s computation performance compared with GAZELLE on six modern networks with three datasets. The
pruned models maintain similar accuracy compared with the baseline models. Each data entry for computation performance
shows the fraction or percentage to which the number of operations is reduced to, in comparison with the baseline model. For
example, 2397/4312 (56%) means that the pruned model reduces the number of Perm from the original 4312 to 2397 (i.e., 56% of
the original computation cost). Perm(in), Perm(ex), Perm(diag) are Perm involved in internal, external, diagonal structures.

Dataset MNIST CIFAR-10 ImageNet (10 classes)
Models LeNet ResNet-32 AlexNet VGG-11 VGG-13 VGG-16 AlexNet VGG-16

Parameters 44K 484K 21.6M 28.1M 28.3M 33.6M 58M 134M
Model Accuracy

Baseline Accuracy (%) 99.34 92.25 77.48 92.4 94.18 93.91 78.8 93.8
Hunter Pruned Accuracy (%) 99.37 92.2 78.88 92.66 94.09 94.06 79 94

Computation Cost in Convolution and Dot Product

Co
nv

ol
ut
io
n

#
Perm(in)

67/96
(70%)

2397/4312
(56%)

1498/5608
(27%)

2431/8984
(27%)

2789/9752
(29%)

3059/14872
(21%)

2952/5608
(53%)

2868/14872
(19%)

#
Perm(ex)

14/24
(58%)

6393/12800
(50%)

4125/92K
(4%)

49K/256K
(19%)

55K/261K
(21%)

58K/409K
(14%)

33K/92K
(36%)

5003/409K
(1%)

#
Mult

788/1350
(58%)

119.6K/231K
(52%)

355K/1.9M
(19%)

902K/4.6M
(20%)

974K/4.7M
(21%)

1.2M/7.4M
(16%)

789K/1.9M
(42%)

1M/7.4M
(14%)

#
Add

774/1336
(58%)

119K/230K
(52%)

355K/1.9M
(19%)

901K/4.6M
(20%)

972K/4.7M
(21%)

1.2M/7.4M
(16%)

788K/1.9M
(42%)

1M/7.4M
(14%)

D
ot

Pr
od

uc
t

#
Perm(diag)

94/273
(34%)

23/23
(100%)

388/4373
(9%)

234/4629
(5%)

279/4629
(6%)

253/4629
(5%)

5143/16403
(31%)

433/33K
(1%)

#
Mult

93/272
(34%)

16/16
(100%)

952/8280
(12%)

593/8208
(7%)

638/8208
(8%)

430/8208
(5%)

5140/16K
(31%)

434/33K
(1%)

#
Add

94/273
(34%)

23/23
(100%)

942/8198
(11%)

591/8206
(7%)

636/8206
(8%)

428/8206
(5%)

5143/16403
(31%)

433/33K
(1%)

Overall Model Computation Cost
# Perm 45% 51% 6% 19% 21% 14% 36% 2%
# Mult 54% 52% 19% 20% 21% 16% 42% 14%
# Add 54% 52% 19% 20% 21% 16% 42% 14%

Model Pruning Time
Pruning Time (hours) 1.2 6.8 1.4 5.2 6.4 5.7 6.6 17

the elements arranged sparsely on diagonal lines (see Figure 9 (b)),
and this pattern is consistent with Figure 4.
Layer-Wise Performance Breakdown.We further analyze the
computation performance by breaking down a whole model (VGG-
16 on CIFAR-10) into a stack of layers. The layer-wise performance
breakdown for other deep models is given in Appendix A. In each
layer, the computation complexity with respect to HE operations
for linear functions, i.e., convolution and dot product, is compared
between Hunter and GAZELLE. The detailed statistics are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 10. The layer with a smaller number of kernels,
e.g., Conv1, limits Hunter’s pruning space, while the ones with
greater number of kernels, e.g., Conv9 to Conv13, contain more
redundancy for pruning. This trend is further visualized in Figure 10.

We also observe that the increase of kernel dimension, i.e., the
number of input and output channels, gives Hunter more pruning
space, which results in an increased pruning ratio.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed Hunter, which features an HE-
friendly structured pruning scheme that, for the first time, efficiently
prunes privacy-preserving deep models. Based on three novel HE-
friendly structures, i.e., internal structure, external structure, and
weight diagonal, Hunter outputs a pruned model that, without any
loss in model accuracy, achieves a significant reduction in HE op-
erations. We have implemented Hunter in various deep learning
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Table 3: Layer-wise breakdown comparison between Hunter and GAZELLE (VGG-16 on CIFAR-10). Conv# denotes each
convolution layer while Fc# represents each fully-connected layer of VGG-16. Each data entry for computation performance
shows the fraction or percentage to which the number of operations is reduced to, in comparison with the baseline model. For
example, 90/256 (35%) means that the pruned model reduces the number of Perm from the original 256 to only 90 (i.e., 35% of
the original computation cost). Perm(in), Perm(ex), and Perm(diag) are Perm in internal, external, and diagonal pruning.

Conv Index # Weights # Perm(in) # Perm(ex) # Mult # Add
Conv1 1.7K 24/24(100%) - 1728/1728(100%) 1664/1664(100%)
Conv2 37K 90/256(35%) 252/1024(25%) 5984/18432(32%) 5952/18400(32%)
Conv3 74K 128/256(50%) 833/2048(41%) 15269/36864(41%) 15205/36800(41%)
Conv4 147K 307/512(60%) 2001/4096(49%) 38884/73728(53%) 38820/73664(53%)
Conv5 295K 256/512(50%) 3135/8192(38%) 61191/147456(41%) 61063/147328(41%)
Conv6 590K 512/1024(50%) 5951/16384(36%) 121567/294912(41%) 121439/294784(41%)
Conv7 590K 307/1024(30%) 3761/16384(23%) 74955/294912(25%) 74827/294784(25%)
Conv8 1.2M 205/1024(20%) 4430/32768(14%) 103257/589824(18%) 103001/589568(17%)
Conv9 2.4M 205/2048(10%) 7638/65536(12%) 138285/1179648(12%) 138029/1179392(12%)
Conv10 2.4M 410/2048(20%) 10599/65536(16%) 234259/1179648(20%) 234003/1179392(20%)
Conv11 2.4M 205/2048(10%) 7018/65536(11%) 140322/1179648(12%) 140066/1179392(12%)
Conv12 2.4M 205/2048(10%) 6756/65536(10%) 138712/1179648(12%) 138456/1179392(12%)
Conv13 2.4M 205/2048(10%) 6206/65536(9%) 139126/1179648(12%) 138870/1179392(12%)
Total - 3059/14872(21%) 58580/408576(14%) 1213539/7356096(16%) 1211395/7353952(16%)

FC Index # Weights # Perm(diag) # Mult # Add
Fc1 2.1M 25/511(5%) 208/4096(5%) 200/4088(5%)
Fc2 16.8M 205/4095(5%) 206/4096(5%) 205/4095(5%)
Fc3 41K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total - 253/4629(5%) 430/8208(5%) 428/8206(5%)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: Visualization of pruning convolutional layer (LeNet
on MNIST). (a) The original convolutional kernel matrix,
(b) Kernel Matrix after internal pruning, (c) kernel matrix
after external pruning, and (d) the binary representation of
(b) at the top and (c) at the bottom where each pruned and
unpruned value is in white and black, respectively.

models, e.g., AlexNet, VGG and ResNet over classic datasets in-
cluding MNIST, CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. The experiments have
demonstrated that, without accuracy loss, Hunter efficiently prunes
the original networks to reduce the HE Perm, Mult, and Add oper-
ations. For example, in the state-of-the-art VGG-16 on ImageNet
with 10 chosen classes, the total number of Perm has been reduced
to as low as 2% of the original network, and at the same time, Mult

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Visualization of pruning a weight matrix in LeNet
with MNIST. (a) Original weight matrix, (b) Weight matrix
after weight-diagonal pruning.

and Add have been reduced to only 14%, enabling a computation-
efficient privacy-preserving MLaaS. Hunter represents the first step
to effectively prune privacy-preserving deep learning models and
may enlighten subsequent works to further close the performance
gap in supporting privacy-preserving MLaaS.
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Figure 10: Visualization of layer-wise performance breakdown for VGG-16 on CIFAR-10.
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A LAYER-WISE BREAKDOWN OF
COMPUTATION PERFORMANCE.

First give the complexity of DL Models on GAELLE framework in
table 4. For the Conv layer, the input has 𝑐𝑖 channels and 𝑐𝑛 of them
are pack encrypted in one ciphertext. The Conv layer has 𝑐𝑜 filters
and each filter contains 𝑐𝑖 kernels. And the kernel size is 𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ . For
FC layer, the size of input is 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛 of them are pack encrypted

in one ciphertext. The size of output is 𝑛𝑜 . Thus the size of wights
matrix of FC layer is 𝑛0 × 𝑛𝑖 .

Table 4: Complexity of DL Models on GAELLE framework.

#Perm(in) #Perm(ex) #Mult #Add
Conv 𝑐𝑖 (𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ−1)

𝑐𝑛

𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑜 (𝑐𝑛−1)
𝑐2𝑛

𝑐𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ
𝑐𝑛

𝑐𝑜 (𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑤𝑘ℎ−1)
𝑐𝑛

# Perm(diag) #Mult #Add
FC 𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑜

𝑛 − 1 + log2
𝑛
𝑛𝑜

𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑜
𝑛

𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑜
𝑛 − 1 + log2

𝑛
𝑛𝑜

The layer-wise breakdown of computation performance is shown
below. Each data entry, e.g 17/24(71%), means prune operations from
number of 24 to only 17, in other word, reserving 71% operations.

Table 5: Layer-Wise Performance Breakdown between Hunter and GAZELLE.

LeNet with MNIST
Layer Index # Weights # Perm # Mult # Add

Conv1 150 17/24(71%) 108/150(72%) 102/144(71%)
Conv2 2.4K 64/96(67%) 680/1200(57%) 672/1192(56%)
Fc1 31K 57/128(45%) 57/128(45%) 57/128(45%)
Fc2 10K 19/127(15%) 20/128(16%) 19/127(15%)
Fc3 840 18/18(100%) 16/16 18/18
Total 44K 175/393(45%) 881/1622(54%) 868/1609(54%)

AlexNet with CIFAR-10
Conv1 35K 360/360(100%) 34848/34848(100%) 34752/34752(100%)
Conv2 614K 4364/7296(60%) 193404/307200(63%) 193276/307072(63%)
Conv3 885K 344/25600(1%) 51277/442368(12%) 51085/442176(12%)
Conv4 1.3M 283/38400(1%) 42769/663552(6%) 42577/663360(6%)
Conv5 885K 272/26112(1%) 33151/442368(7%) 33023/442240(7%)
Fc1 1M 38/255(15%) 608/4096(15%) 592/4080(15%)
Fc2 17M 327/4095(8%) 328/4096(8%) 327/4095(8%)
Fc3 41K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 21.6M 6011/102141(6%) 356401/1898544(19%) 355655/1897798(19%)

VGG-11 with CIFAR-10
Conv1 1.7K 24/24(100%) 1728/1728(100%) 1664/1664(100%)
Conv2 74K 2151/2304(93%) 35487/36864(96%) 35423/36800(96%)
Conv3 295K 3186/8704(37%) 67472/147456(46%) 67344/147328(46%)
Conv4 590K 4839/17408(28%) 112415/294912(38%) 112287/294784(38%)
Conv5 1M 6098/33792(18%) 130289/589824(22%) 130033/589568(22%)
Conv6 2M 11587/67584(17%) 210382/1179648(18%) 210126/1179392(18%)
Conv7 2M 16072/67584(24%) 207704/1179648(18%) 207448/1179392(18%)
Conv8 2M 7735/67584(11%) 136809/1179648(12%) 136553/1179392(12%)
Fc1 2M 51/511(10%) 416/4096(10%) 408/4088(10%)
Fc2 17M 160/4095(4%) 161/4096(4%) 160/4095(5%)
Fc3 41K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 28.1M 51926/269613(19%) 902879/4617936(20%) 901469/4616526(20%)
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Table 6: Layer-Wise Performance Breakdown between Hunter and GAZELLE.

VGG-13 with CIFAR-10
Layer Index # Weights # Perm # Mult # Add

Conv1 1.7K 24/24(100%) 1728/1728(100%) 1664/1664(100%)
Conv2 37K 2151/2304(93%) 17181/18432(93%) 17149/18400(93%)
Conv3 74K 256/256(100%) 33021/36864(90%) 32957/36800(90%)
Conv4 147K 307/512(60%) 39983/73728(54%) 39919/73664(54%)
Conv5 295K 307/512(60%) 75900/147456(51%) 75772/147328(51%)
Conv6 590K 512/1024(50%) 124748/294912(42%) 124620/294784(42%)
Conv7 1M 307/1024(30%) 143726/589824(24%) 143470/589568(24%)
Conv8 2M 410/2048(20%) 242296/1179648(21%) 242040/1179392(21%)
Conv9 2M 205/2048(10%) 141599/1179648(12%) 141343/1179392(12%)
Conv10 2M 205/2048(10%) 153732/1179648(13%) 153476/1179392(13%)
Fc1 2M 51/511(10%) 416/4096(10%) 408/4088(10%)
Fc2 17M 205/4095(5%) 206/4096(5%) 205/4095(5%)
Fc3 41K 15/15(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 28.3M 3060/14373(21%) 974552/4710096(21%) 973046/4708590(21%)

ResNet-32 with CIFAR-10
Conv1 432 24/24(100%) 432/432(100%) 416/416(100%)
Conv2 2.3K 63/128(49%) 553/1152(48%) 545/1144(48%)
Conv3 2.3K 46/128(36%) 360/1152(31%) 352/1144(31%)
Conv4 2.3K 55/128(43%) 454/1152(39%) 446/1144(39%)
Conv5 2.3K 63/128(49%) 508/1152(44%) 500/1144(44%)
Conv6 2.3K 82/128(64%) 661/1152(57%) 653/1144(57%)
Conv7 2.3K 64/128(50%) 476/1152(41%) 468/1144(41%)
Conv8 2.3K 23/128(18%) 155/1152(13%) 147/1144(13%)
Conv9 2.3K 29/128(23%) 257/1152(22%) 249/1144(22%)
Conv10 2.3K 52/128(41%) 427/1152(37%) 419/1144(37%)
Conv11 2.3K 38/128(30%) 360/1152(31%) 352/1144(31%)
Conv12 4.6K 168/192(88%) 1967/2304(85%) 1951/2288(85%)
Conv13 9.2K 291/384(76%) 3186/4608(69%) 3170/4592(69%)
Conv14 9.2K 195/384(51%) 2069/4608(45%) 2053/4592(45%)
Conv15 9.2K 197/384(51%) 1964/4608(43%) 1948/4592(42%)
Conv16 9.2K 272/384(71%) 3017/4608(65%) 3001/4592(65%)
Conv17 9.2K 261/384(68%) 2879/4608(62%) 2863/4592(62%)
Conv18 9.2K 207/384(54%) 2511/4608(54%) 2495/4592(54%)
Conv19 9.2K 103/384(27%) 1134/4608(25%) 1118/4592(24%)
Conv20 9.2K 307/384(80%) 3668/4608(80%) 3652/4592(80%)
Conv21 9.2K 225/384(59%) 2238/4608(49%) 2222/4592(48%)
Conv22 18.4K 582/640(91%) 8028/9216(87%) 7996/9184(87%)
Conv23 36.9K 709/1280(55%) 11188/18432(61%) 11156/18400(61%)
Conv24 36.9K 331/1280(26%) 5056/18432(27%) 5024/18400(27%)
Conv25 36.9K 368/1280(29%) 5434/18432(29%) 5402/18400(29%)
Conv26 36.9K 574/1280(45%) 8608/18432(47%) 8576/18400(47%)
Conv27 36.9K 601/1280(47%) 8517/18432(46%) 8485/18400(46%)
Conv28 36.9K 703/1280(55%) 10549/18432(57%) 10517/18400(57%)
Conv29 36.9K 747/1280(58%) 11810/18432(64%) 11778/18400(64%)
Conv30 36.9K 600/1280(47%) 9699/18432(53%) 9667/18400(53%)
Conv31 36.9K 810/1280(63%) 11416/18432(62%) 11384/18400(62%)
Fc1 23K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 484.3K 8813/17135(51%) 119597/230848(52%) 119028/230279(52%)
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Table 7: Layer-Wise Performance Breakdown between Hunter and GAZELLE.

AlexNet with ImageNet (10 classes)
Layer Index # Weights # Perm # Mult # Add

Conv1 35K 360/360(100%) 34848/34848(100%) 34752/34752(100%)
Conv2 614K 3376/7296(46%) 160160/307200(52%) 160032/307072(52%)
Conv3 885K 7573/25600(30%) 157856/442368(36%) 157664/442176(36%)
Conv4 1.3M 13042/38400(34%) 221514/663552(33%) 221322/663360(33%)
Conv5 885K 11981/26112(46%) 214767/442368(49%) 214639/442240(49%)
Fc1 37.7M 3687/12285(30%) 3690/12288(30%) 3687/12285(30%)
Fc2 17M 1433/4095(35%) 1434/4096(35%) 1433/4095(35%)
Fc3 41K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 58M 41475/114171(36%) 794285/1906736(42%) 793552/1906003(41%)

VGG-16 with ImageNet (10 classes)
Conv1 1.7K 24/24(100%) 1728/1728(100%) 1664/1664(100%)
Conv2 37K 43/1280(3%) 1946/18432(11%) 1914/18400(10%)
Conv3 74K 77/2304(3%) 4251/36864(12%) 4187/36800(11%)
Conv4 147K 301/4608(7%) 14679/73728(20%) 14615/73664(20%)
Conv5 295K 696/8704(8%) 31078/147456(21%) 30950/147328(21%)
Conv6 590K 781/17408(4%) 58130/294912(20%) 58002/294784(20%)
Conv7 590K 733/17408(4%) 57880/294912(20%) 57752/294784(20%)
Conv8 1M 2183/33792(6%) 148367/589824(25%) 148111/589568(25%)
Conv9 2M 957/67584(1%) 172764/1179648(15%) 172508/1179392(15%)
Conv10 2M 877/67584(1%) 172514/1179648(15%) 172258/1179392(15%)
Conv11 2M 390/67584(1%) 123666/1179648(10%) 123410/1179392(10%)
Conv12 2M 351/67584(1%) 118467/1179648(10%) 118211/1179392(10%)
Conv13 2M 458/67584(1%) 118884/1179648(10%) 118628/1179392(10%)
Fc1 103M 287/28665(1%) 294/28672(2%) 287/28665(1%)
Fc2 17M 123/4095(3%) 124/4096(5%) 123/4095(3%)
Fc3 41K 23/23(100%) 16/16(100%) 23/23(100%)
Total 134M 8304/456231(2%) 1024788/7388880(14%) 1022643/7386735(14%)

∗The selected 10 classes are: n04552348-warplane, n03670208-limousine, n01560419-bulbul,
n02123394-Persiancat, n02415577-bighorn, n02099601-goldenretriever, n01641577-bullfrog,
n02389026-sorrel, n04147183-schooner, n04467665-trailertruck.
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